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ABSTRACT Apparent diffusion coefﬁcient (ADC) measurement in the lung using gas magnetic resonance imaging is a prom-
ising technique with potential for reﬂecting changes in lung microstructure. Despite some recent impressive human applications,
full interpretation of ADC measures remains an elusive goal, due to a lack of detailed knowledge about the structure dependency
of ADC. In an attempt to ﬁll this gap we have performed random walk simulations in a three-dimensional geometrical model of the
lung acinus, the distal alveolated sections of the lung tree accounting for ~90% of the total lung volume. Simulations were carried
out adjusting model parameters after published morphological data for the rat peripheral airway system, which predict an ADC
behavior as microstructure changes with lung inﬂation in partial agreement with measured ADCs at different airway pressures.
The approach used to relate experimental ADCs to lung microstructural changes does not make any assumption about the cause
of the changes, so it could be applied to other scenarios such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung development, etc.
The work presented here predicts numerically for the ﬁrst time ADC values measured in the lung from independent morphological
measures of lung microstructure taken at different inﬂation stages during the breath cycle.INTRODUCTION
The possibility of imaging gases directly within the lung may
have an immediate repercussion on pulmonary physiopa-
thology studies. Thus, MRI using hyperpolarized spin-1/2
noble gases, such as 3He and 129Xe, has been developed during
the last 10 years (1–3) and has potential for assessing pulmo-
nary ventilation, gas exchange, and microstructural changes
(for recent reviews, see (4–6)).
Diffusion-weighted imaging of gases has been used exten-
sively for studying chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases
such as emphysema. The apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) quantifies the mobility of a molecule within a specific
medium and is related to gas properties and the topology and
geometry of the medium in which the gas is embedded.
Using the same gas and experimental conditions on different
subjects should permit airway diameters and alveolar sizes to
be compared through ADC values, even if the imaging reso-
lution is insufficient to delineate alveolar clusters directly (7).
It has been stated in several works (7,8) that regions where
lung tissue air spaces are larger, should have higher ADC
values. Following this reasoning, ADC should be expected
to depend on the degree of lung inflation, since, as the lung
inflates to take up more gas, alveolar sacs could be expected
also to inflate (especially taking into account that it is in those
structures where most of the gas resides; ~90%).
Furthermore, although the influence of experimental setup
and parameters on ADC measurements has been studied
(9–13), there is little understanding of how the complex
combination of experimental parameters and lung tissue prop-
erties end up determining ADC values. Some of the factors
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inflation, subject posture, and gas mixing, as well as random
and systematic errors related to the behavior of gradient
systems and other MRI hardware, ventilating devices, data
processing algorithms, etc.
In this work, we have focused on creating a geometrical
model (see Table 1 for geometrical parameters) of the acinar
tree that reproduces the branching nature of the acinus,
together with its geometrical and statistical properties (see
Table 2 for statistical parameters), as well as performing simu-
lations by setting the model parameters after known morpho-
logical data (14,15). The simulated ADC values include the
value at 70% total lung capacity as well as values at 0, 5,
10, 20, and 30 mbar of relative airway pressure (relative to
the atmospheric value). The values at different pressures are
compared with those obtained from real ADC measurements
at 2.5, 10, 15, and 20, obtaining partial correspondence.
Other geometrical models of the acinar tree have been
developed. The cylinder model, developed by Yablonskiy
et al. (16), treats the lung as a series of independent closed
cylinders scattered randomly in all three directions. A fol-
lowup of this model (17) is based geometrically on the
measurements of Haefeli-Bleuer and Weibel (18). This model
finds empirical relations between longitudinal and transverse
ADC and geometrical parameters of airways. A similar model
was developed by Fichele et al. (19), as a followup from
a previous preliminary work in two dimensions (13). In this
model (named the alveolar model by the authors), alveolar
ducts are seen as cylinders with spheres attached around
them, the spheres representing alveoli. In this model, as in
the cylinder model, alveolar ducts are isolated and scattered
randomly in all directions. Boundary conditions at both ends
of the cylinder in the axis direction are periodic. Another
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.04.050
ADC Simulation in an Acinar Tree Model 657model, developed by Grebenkov et al. (20), treats acini as a
Kitaoka labyrinth (21). In this model, a healthy acinus is rep-
resented as a three-dimensional labyrinth with dicotomic
structure and nonsymmetric branches of random lengths
densely filling a cube. Alveolar ducts are therefore connected,
which is a significant difference from the two previous models.
As a mechanical model of the alveolar structure and
dynamics, it is worth mentioning the Kitaoka 4-D model,
by Kitaoka et al. (22), which presents a detailed model of
the alveolus and the alveolar duct, compatible with the
mechanical, morphogenetical, bifurcative, and spatial filling
properties of the acinar tissue. The number of parameters and
geometrical primitives of the model render the creation of
a data representation of such a model in a computer program
a challenging task, if acceptable computation times are to be
achieved. Nevertheless, the model is to be considered as a
geometrical model for performing computer simulations in
the future, especially when the functional behavior of the
lung tissue is to be studied.
TABLE 1 Geometrical parameters of the acinar tree model:
external diameter (2R), internal diameter (2r), and length (L) per
generation (Z)
Z 2R (mm) 2r (mm) L (mm)
0 346 202 (206) 295
1 346 (288) 189 (190) 266 (354)
2 346 (388) 178 (184) 240 (240)
3 346 (366) 167 (163) 216 (176)
4 346 (350) 157 (152) 195 (175)
5 346 (325) 147 (144) 176 (155)
6 346 (342) 138 (135) 158 (135)
7 346 (330) 129 (127) 143 (164)
8 346 (380) 121 128 (153)
9 346 (360) 114 (120) 116 (115)
10 346 107 104
11 346 100 95
12 346 94 85
Sac 317 (317) 133 (133) 349 (349)
The values measured by Rodrı´guez et al. (14) are shown in parentheses for
comparison.
TABLE 2 Statistical parameters per generation (Z) of the
acinar tree model
Z Pbif Nducts Nsacs
0 1.00 1 0
1 1.00 2 0
2 1.00 4 0
3 1.00 8 0
4 0.75 12 4
5 0.56 14 11
6 0.42 11 16
7 0.32 7 16
8 0.24 3 11
9 0.18 1 6
10 0.13 0 2
11 0.10 0 1
12 0.08 0 0
Bifurcation probability (Pbif), number of ducts (Nducts), and number of sacs
(Nsacs).The effect of collateral ventilation on long-range diffusion
has also been studied by Bartel et al. (23) and Conradi
et al. (24).
Diffusion MRI
The main limitation of traditional techniques for measuring
diffusion is that they cannot be used for studying diffusion
in vivo. It is possible to design specific magnetic resonance
imaging acquisition methods directly sensitive to particle
translation at a microscopic level, and thus useful for studying
processes related to molecular mobility, such as diffusion.
If particle motion is such that the distances traveled by
particles during the diffusion encoding time follow a Gaussian
distribution, as in free diffusion, then the signal loss caused by
molecular motion can be expressed as (25)
M ¼ M0 eADC b; (1)
where M0 is the signal intensity acquired with identical echo
and repetition times (otherwise there would be also a signal
loss due to relaxation), but without the diffusion encoding
gradients; M the measured signal intensity; b a diffusion-
weighting factor computed as the time integral of j~kj2 over
the k-space trajectory generated by the diffusion encoding
gradients; and ADC a diffusion coefficient, which is called
the apparent diffusion coefficient.
For the bipolar sinusoidal gradients normally used in our
measurements, in which there is no temporal separation
between the two diffusion lobes, the b-value is given by
b ¼ 3g
2G2T2diff
8p2
; (2)
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio, G the maximum gradient
intensity of the sinusoidal lobe, and Tdiff the total diffusion
encoding time, with both sinusoidal lobes included.
In Eq. 1, b contains the information regarding the specific
way in which molecular mobility was encoded into the
image (gradients, timing, etc.). ADC contains information
about molecular mobility itself and can be extracted on a
pixel-by-pixel basis to construct an ADC image (also called
an ADC map), which provides a spatial map of molecular
mobility. When diffusion is restricted, the distances traveled
by particles during the diffusion encoding time, in principle,
do not follow a Gaussian distribution; Eq. 1 is not valid; and
ADC is only the first term of a series of terms characterizing
signal attenuation (26,27). Nevertheless, if deviation from
the Gaussian distribution is not so big, an ADC value can
still be approximately computed using Eq. 1 and used as
a measure of particle mobility. In this case, the ADC value
is not only determined by molecular mobility; it also depends
on the diffusion encoding time and the shape of the diffu-
sion-encoding gradient. This dependence provides us with
the possibility of choosing diffusion-encoding parameters
to make ADC more or less sensitive to geometry and size
changes in a desired length scale or a given shape; but onBiophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664
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ments which has to be taken into account when trying to
relate ADC to the geometry and size of the structure in which
the diffusing medium is contained. This dependence of ADC
on factors other than molecular mobility and recipient struc-
ture is the reason for the word ‘‘apparent’’ appearing in the
ADC acronym.
For constructing the ADC map, it suffices to acquire
several diffusion-weighted images with different values of b.
Changing b for this purpose should be done by changing
diffusion encoding gradient intensity, while keeping diffu-
sion encoding time and encoding gradient shape unchanged.
Echo and repetition times should be the same for all images,
so that any effect of spin relaxation on image intensity is
automatically left out when extracting ADC.
Once the images have been acquired and reconstructed,
the intensity values of each pixel for the different images
should be fitted to an exponential using the corresponding
b-values.
Among other things, ADC imaging is used for character-
izing organic tissue, and it has already found extensive appli-
cation for studying diffusion taking place in the brain, using
proton imaging, and in the lung, performing imaging of gases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Since signal attenuation in diffusion-weighted images is caused only by the
kinematics of the random motion of particles, the random-walk kind of
numerical simulations is a good candidate for predicting signal attenuation
and resulting ADC values. In our simulations, the time Tdiff, during which
the whole bipolar diffusion encoding gradient is applied, is divided into
N intervals of duration dt ¼ Tdiff/N in which the gradient value is computed
based on the gradient shape and the particle is moved a random distance in
a random direction.
In this work, numerical simulations were carried out first in a cylinder
with the diffusion encoding gradient perpendicular to the axis, which is
a case that can be described theoretically, and hence can provide some vali-
dation of the simulation technique. The theoretical calculations of ADC for
a cylinder were performed in a similar way as Yablonskiy et al. (16), this
time using a sinusoidal gradient, to perform a validation of the simulation
algorithm and implementation, and detect any gross error in the implemen-
tation. The results obtained for the simulation in an infinite cylinder were in
very good agreement with the theoretical values.
Spatial displacements, phase and signal
In our simulations, we select the displacements in each of the coordinate
directions independently using identical Gaussian probability distributions.
The displacements have zero mean and standard deviation given byﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2D
Tdiff
N
r
; (3)
while the particle does not reach a recipient wall. Each time a new random
displacement is calculated it is checked whether the corresponding trajectory
would cross any of the recipient walls; if this were the case, the computed
displacement is discarded and a new one is computed randomly. This means
that although the probability distribution used for computing candidate
displacements is Gaussian, the final displacement distribution is not Gaussian
as a result of the selection rules used to simulate restriction.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664The phase changes of the particles are computed for each iteration based
on the gradient value and the position, and added to get the net phase accu-
mulated during the whole time Tdiff. The relative phase change in any given
iteration over a small time increment dt is given by
df ¼ ~G ,~r dt; (4)
where ~G and~r are the gradient and position values, respectively, during the
iteration, which are computed once and considered constant during each iter-
ation. The collective magnetization of the sample, as a vector, is computed
adding the individual magnetization vectors of all spins. Since the spin
magnetization magnitude is constant, changes in the net magnetization of
the sample are determined solely by the changes in the phase distribution
of spins due to the diffusion-encoding gradient.
The acinar tree model
Notwithstanding the usefulness of numerical simulation of diffusion in simple
structures to understand some basic properties of ADC, it is quite improbable
that we can understand diffusion and the properties of ADC in a complex
structure, such as the lung, from them. The lung is a complex porous medium
with numerous interconnected structures, thus, the need for models that reflect
lung structure faithfully within the limits of our present computing capacity.
In this work, we show the results of simulating diffusion and ADC measure-
ments in a three-dimensional geometrical model of the acinus.
Lung structure
Lung topology is that of irregular dichotomy. Starting from a first branch, the
trachea, successive bifurcations take place; the first splits the trachea into
two bronchi, one for each lung, and the structure keeps bifurcating a number
of times, or generations, the number of which depends on the species.
The first generations of the lung tree exclusively deliver gas to the more
distal generations. Starting from a certain generational number (or a range of
them), alveoli start appearing in the walls of the tubular airways. Finally, the
last generations are densely populated with alveoli, increasing the volume
corresponding to the alveoli and decreasing the volume corresponding to
the central transport section as the generation number increases.
The first branches with alveoli as we move down the tree are called
terminal bronchioles and each portion of the tree distal to one of them is
called an acinus. Each alveolated branch between two nodes of one acinus
is called an alveolar duct and the very terminal structures, most densely
populated with alveoli, where bifurcation stops, are called the alveolar sacs.
Bicylindrical coaxial alveolar duct model
It is well known that most of lung volume—~90%—corresponds to the
acinar part of the tree (14), so it is reasonable to expect that acinar properties
play a key role in determining the ADC values measured in the lung. This is
especially true for short-range diffusion, in which gas particles mainly stay
within the same structures during ADC measurement.
The probably most extended idea of an alveolar duct is that of a more or less
cylindrical construct with many smaller spheres attached to the wall, and
something similar happens with the alveolar sacs, imagined as something
similar to a bunch of grapes. This idea of a well-defined central structure
with independent spheres attached, even being popular enough to make its
way into some medicine text books, is not very accurate; it is not to say that
alveoli are not distributed around some central structure, but rather than being
independent structures, they are attached to each other in a compact manner,
sharing their walls so that they are not spheres, but some kind of convex poly-
hedra with curved walls. It should be pointed out that size and shape of the
structures forming the acinus change during the respiratory cycle.
An alveolar duct model (28) studied by Paiva (29) and Verbanck and Paiva
(30) is that of two coaxial cylinders with the space between them divided by
radial and transversal walls spaced at constant angles and lengths. The result is
a number of alveolar compartments in the outer shell surrounding a central
cylindrical transport section, in which the wall of each compartment in the
ADC Simulation in an Acinar Tree Model 659inner cylinder has an opening for ventilation. Paiva and Verbanck solved,
numerically, the gas transport equations in this model (29,30), reduced to
a two-dimensional representation thanks to its axial symmetry. They obtained
a diffusion coefficient given by the free diffusion coefficient times the ratio
between the inner and outer transversal sections of the structure. A three-
dimensional representation of the alveolar duct model can be found in
Fig. 1. A detailed study of nuclear magnetic resonance diffusion experiments
in a three-dimensional version of this alveolar duct model have been carried
out very recently by Sukstanskii and Yablonskiy (17).
This alveolar duct model requires several independent parameters to be
fully characterized: inner and outer radii, length, number of sections in the
axial and angular direction, and at least one parameter determining alveolar
mouth size.
Whole acinar tree model
We now propose a model of the whole acinus: a tree characterized by a series
of parameters mapping topology, geometry, and statistical properties to
generational number, so that changing these parameters we could reproduce
the properties of the acinus in different species. The bicylindrical coaxial
model discussed in the previous section is the basic element for building
this acinar tree model, in which the acinar tree is modeled as a collection
of bicylindrical coaxial ducts with different parameters assigned to them
and connected at the tree nodes.
Our model bifurcates from an initial terminal bronchiole with each duct
between two nodes having an inner radius (central section), an outer radius
(central section plus alveoli), and a length. These parameters are computed
for each generation multiplying the values of the previous generation by
three constant factors, one for each of the parameters.
Bifurcation probability can be constant during a number of initial genera-
tions and then decrease geometrically, being multiplied by a factor <1 from
each generation to the next, until bifurcation stops spontaneously. Each node,
at the end of one generation and the beginning of the next, can have ducts
connected if the tree bifurcates further in a given direction, or sacs if bifurca-
tion stops for a given branch; so there are three kinds of possible nodes at
the end of any given duct, those with two ducts connected, those with a
duct and a sac, and those terminal nodes having two sacs attached. Since
bifurcation in a given node of the tree does not happen always in the same
way, but is determined by some probability, there could be different acini
with the same parameters and statistical properties but different particular
branches.
Regarding the branching spatial properties of the acinar tree, at each bifur-
cation the angle between two children is 80, constant for the whole acinus,
and the bifurcation plane is rotated 90 at each node around the axis of the
parent with respect to the plane formed by the parent and its sibling.
FIGURE 1 Three-dimensional representation of the bicylindrical coaxial
alveolar duct model. This model requires several independent parameters
to be fully characterized: inner and outer radii, length, number of sections
in the axial and angular direction, and at least one parameter determining
alveolar mouth size. (a) Whole duct. (b) Axial cut allowing us to see the inte-
rior of the structure.To perform numerical simulations on more than one acinus, each
computing thread of the simulation program generates its own acinus using
the same parameters at the beginning of the simulation.
Each duct in the acinar tree model corresponds to the bicylindrical coaxial
model shown before. A three-dimensional representation of the whole acinar
tree can be seen in Fig. 2.
Diffusion gradient orientation is chosen randomly for each particle, simu-
lating the fact that acini are oriented in all spatial directions in the lung. The
initial positions of the particles are assigned randomly, taking into account
the volume of each duct. The probability for a given particle to have initial
position in a given duct equals the ratio of the duct volume to the total acinar
volume.
Particle movement inside the ducts is restricted by the walls represented
with solid lines in Fig. 3; when the particle goes out through the central
section of one of the ends of the cylinder, movement starts to be simulated
in another cylinder, chosen by the following rules:
If the new position of the particle is in a region inside a single cylinder
(lighter shading in the figure), that cylinder is chosen.
If the new position is in a region shared by two cylinders (darker
shading), one of them is chosen with probability 1:2 for each candi-
date.
If the new position is in a region in which no cylinders exist, or if
a particle reaches the beginning of the acinar tree, the displacement
is discarded.
Two of the parameters characterizing the alveolar duct model (the number
of angular and the number of transversal sections) control the number of
alveoli per duct, and changing them allows us to simulate the hypothesis
known as alveolar recruitment (31,32).
The size of the alveolar compartments in our model is characterized by
three parameters: Depth in the radial direction, which is the difference
between the outer and the inner radius,
d ¼ R r; (5)
a length in the Z direction, determined by duct length and the number of
transversal sections nZ,
FIGURE 2 Three-dimensional representation of the acinar tree model.
Each duct between two nodes corresponds to the bicylindrical coaxial alve-
olar duct model with inner radius, an outer radius, and length computed for
each generation multiplying the values of the previous generation by three
constant factors, one for each of the parameters. Bifurcation probability
can be constant during a number of initial generations and then decrease
geometrically until bifurcation stops spontaneously. The angle between
siblings is 80 and the bifurcation plane at each node is rotated 90 with
respect to the previous bifurcation plane, where the parent node and its
sibling are located.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664
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nZ
; (6)
and a length in the angular direction, determined by both radii and the
number of angular sections nq. The length of the arc with radius (R þ r)/2
and angle corresponding to the alveolar compartment has been taken,
which is
a ¼ pðR þ rÞ
nq
: (7)
The volume of each alveolar compartment is given by
v ¼ p

R2  r2L
nq nZ
: (8)
Implementation
The software for numerical simulations was developed in-house using the
‘‘C’’ programming language. It uses the Mersenne Twister random number
generator converting the uniformly distributed integer random numbers result-
ing from this algorithm into double-precision, floating-point numbers following
a Gaussian distribution.
Simulations were run in a dual processor computer with Xeon processors
clocking at 2.4 GHz and 2 GB of total RAM. The simulation code was
compiled using the 4.1.2 version of GCC, the GNU C Compiler, and run
in parallel in the two processors using 16 threads managed by a 2.6.17
SMP capable Linux kernel. Each run moved 105 particles whose initial posi-
tions were randomly and homogeneously distributed inside the recipient and
the diffusion encoding time was divided into 105 intervals. A complete ADC
experiment takes 2–3 h to simulate.
FIGURE 3 Scheme of a bifurcation in the acinar tree. Alveolar mouths
have not been represented, in order to keep the drawing as clear as
possible.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reproduction of the real acinus
Since the model has been used for simulating 3He diffusion in
the rat lung, the first step has been to fit the model parameters
to reproduce the properties of the rat acinus as measured by
Rodrı´guez et al. (14). The values of the model parameters
for this case are the following: Bifurcation probability has
been fixed to one for the first four generations and then
decreased by a geometric factor of 0.75. For the external
duct diameter 2R, the constant value 346 mm has been used,
and for the inner diameter 2r the initial value of the radius
was 202 mm and the decrease factor was 0.94. Duct length
L was set to an initial value of 295 mm and decreased by
a factor of 0.9 from each generation to the next. Table 3 shows
the values of the global geometrical and statistical parameters.
ADC at 70% total lung volume
In an acinar tree with the parameters published by Rodriguez
et al. (14) for the rat lung inflated at 70% total lung capacity,
simulating the 3He ADC measurement with a bipolar sinu-
soidal gradient of duration 1.5 ms and four b-values yields
ADC values of 0.1024 cm2/s and 0.1147 cm2/s, for free diffu-
sion coefficients of 1.4 cm2/s and 1.91 cm2/s, respectively.
The two values of the free diffusion coefficient correspond
to helium with ~25% air (1.4 cm2/s) and pure helium
(1.91 cm2/s) at 20C (33); all the simulations have been per-
formed for both values of the free diffusion coefficient to esti-
mate the possible influence of residual air in the lungs during
measures. Fig. 4 shows the exponential fit of the simulated
data performed. A mouth aperture value of 0.7 was used.
ADC dependence on lung inﬂation
The model of the acinar tree has been also fitted to the mor-
phometrical data published by Mercer et al. (15) to simulate
TABLE 3 Global statistical and geometrical parameters of the
acinar tree model
Parameter Model (n ¼ 1000) Measured (n ¼ 7)
Nducts 65 63
Nsacs 64 64
Zsacs 6.7 6.1
Zsacs range 4–10 4–8
Zsacs mode 6.44 6
Branching factor XZ 1.87 1.93
Volume (mm3) 2.16 2.17*
Mean path Lp (mm) 1.63 1.46
The second column shows the mean values of our model computed over 1000
acini and the third shows the mean values over seven acini measured by
Rodrı´guez et al. (14).Zsacs is the mean generation number of sacs in one acinus
averaged over the different acini; the range is given by the average over
different acini of the first and last generation where sacs are present and the
mode is the value of the generation number Z where the number of sacs is
maximum. The branching factor is computed as XZ ¼ ðNsacsÞ1=Zsacs . Lp is
the mean path along the tree from the entrance of the acinus to a sac.
*Total acinar volume divided by the number of acini in the lung.
ADC Simulation in an Acinar Tree Model 661the behavior of ADC as the lung inflates from functional
residual capacity to total lung capacity.
In the work by Mercer et al., alveolar dimensions and the
portion of gas in the inner section of the alveolar ducts are
reported from null relative pressure to 30 mbar. In principle,
using Eqs. 5–8 it should be possible to compute the inner and
outer radii of our model at different pressures. However, due
to the difference in shape of complex real alveoli and any
simple geometrical structure, matching model dimensional
parameters directly to measured alveolar sizes leads to differ-
ences in volume and hence in the space available for diffu-
sion. This difference can be corrected introducing the shape
coefficient,
b ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D3
V
s
; (9)
where D and V are mean alveolar size and volume, respec-
tively (34). To compute the inner and outer radii of our
model, we adjusted the value of b to b ¼ 1.85, as reported
by Randell et al. (34) for control rats 21 days old. This is per-
formed by dividing the volume in Eq. 8 by b2 after consid-
ering a ¼ l ¼ d. Cylinder lengths and geometrical factors
from one generation to the next have been set to the values
FIGURE 4 Exponential fit of the signal attenuation values for the simula-
tion of the pure 3He ADC measurement with free diffusion coefficients 1.4
and 1.91 cm2/s, and a bipolar sinusoidal gradient of duration 1.5 ms in the
acinar tree model adjusted to reproduce 70% total lung capacity.deduced from Rodriguez et al. (14) for all pressure values.
The values obtained for the radii are shown in Table 4.
The nq and nZ parameters have been adjusted so that alveoli
have values as similar as possible for the three parameters
characterizing alveolar dimensions; this makes the number
of alveoli different at each pressure, which resembles
a behavior similar to that found in alveolar recruitment.
Fig. 5 shows the results of the simulations compared with
the ADC values measured in the rat lung at some of the pres-
sures (9). These experimental values correspond to in vivo
ADC measurements performed using the same experimental
conditions as the ones used in the computer simulation
(a bipolar sinusoidal gradient with duration 1.5 ms and the
four b-values shown in Fig. 4). The rat lungs were washed
twice with pure 3He to remove residual air in the lungs prior
to the ADC acquisition. It can be appreciated from Fig. 5
and Table 4 that the ADC values resulting from the simulation
in the model are very tolerant to residual presence of air. A
very good correspondence can be observed at some values
(10 mbar), whereas at 5 and 20 mbar there is some discrepancy
between the simulated and measured values; for the extreme
values (0 and 30 mbar) ADC measurements were not avail-
able. Sources of discrepancy may be due to model inaccuracy,
morphological data inaccuracy and the fact that the 3He
concentration and temperature (and therefore the free diffu-
sion coefficient) inside the rat lungs was not precisely known,
even if this last effect is too small to account for the discrep-
ancy on its own.
Comparison with other models
Other numerical models have been used and reported in the
literature. The acinar model developed in this article will be
compared to four of them: the cylinder model, by Yablonskiy
et al. (16), the alveolar model, by Fichele et al. (19), the laby-
rinth model, by Grebenkov et al. (20), and the cylinder-plus-
alveolar-sleeve duct model, by Sukstanskii et al. (17).
The cylinder model is a theoretical model, in which the
expected signal attenuation is calculated, taking into account
cylinder size and gradient orientation and assuming the
Gaussian phase distribution approach to be valid. This model
was the first to address the relationship between diffusion
measurements and lung microstructure. The Gaussian phase
distribution approach is known not to be valid, the effect ofTABLE 4 Values for the model parameters deduced from the measurements of Mercer et al. (15) at different relative pressures
(P given in mbar), with and without volume correction
P r0 (mm) R0 (mm) a ADCmin ADCmax
0 25 (52) 64 (83) 0.43 0.0323 (0.0713) 0.0437 (0.0876)
5 74 (141) 108 (156) 0.63 0.0884 (0.1373) 0.1053 (0.1535)
10 128 (237) 178 (256) 0.78 0.1289 (0.2174) 0.1481 (0.2398)
20 98 (192) 150 (217) 0.73 0.0979 (0.1714) 0.1162 (0.1874)
30 157 (277) 203 (289) 0.74 0.1475 (0.2549) 0.1645 (0.2754)
The values without volume correction are given in parentheses. Minimum and maximum ADC values are those resulting from simulating with the free diffu-
sion coefficients 1.4 and 1.91 cm2/s, corresponding to a mixture of 3He with ~25% air and pure 3He, respectively. The mouth-opening parameter a does not
change with volume correction.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664
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the diffusion gradient strength increases (26,27). As a result,
morphological sizes can be biased if estimated from ADC
measurements. Another shortcoming of this model is the
lack of connectivity among cylinders, which represent alve-
olar ducts. These shortcomings have been addressed in a
followup work (17). In this followup work, relationships
between longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients
and the geometrical parameters of airways and alveoli are
found by Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, the effects
of non-Gaussian signal behavior are taken into account.
The alveolar model is a finite difference model, in which
the Bloch-Torrey equations are numerically solved. Improve-
ments over the previous model are that it does not rely on the
phase distribution being Gaussian, and also that the geometry
is more elaborate. Shortcomings of this model are that in the
model all alveolar ducts are equal in size and they are not con-
nected among them. However, these two effects have been
studied by the same authors in a two-dimensional model
(13), and the same techniques could be used to extend the
alveolar model.
The labyrinth model is a random walk model, in which
alveolar ducts are represented by cubes connected in a Kitaoka
labyrinth way. An improvement over the previous models is
that alveolar ducts are simply connected, using dichotomous
branching, as is the case in real acini. Shortcomings of this
model are that all alveolar ducts have the same size, and
also that when a duct bifurcates, one of its children is parallel
to the father and the other one is perpendicular to it.
The model described in this article addresses all shortcom-
ings enumerated below, even if it has shortcomings of its
FIGURE 5 Simulation results at different pressures compared to ADC
measurements in the rat lung. The points corresponding to the simulations
are shown with a bar covering the ADC values obtained from several simu-
lations in the 1.4–1.9 cm2/s range of the free diffusion coefficient. The
extremes of this range correspond to 25%Air þ 3He (1.4) and pure helium
(1.91). The random error of the ADC simulation is described in Conver-
gence of the Simulations. ADC measurements are reported as the average
of measures carried out on six different animals, with the standard deviations
represented with error bars.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 656–664own. In our model, the possibility of simulating tissue
destruction and collateral communication among alveolar
ducts within an acinus, as may happen in emphysema, has
not been implemented yet. This is possible and straightfor-
ward to implement using the labyrinth model. Also, ensuring
complete spatial filling has not been taken into account by
the branching algorithm. Improving the model to address
these lacks and incorporating other features should be a topic
in our future research.
Convergence of the simulations
The numerical simulations carried out here result from a
numerical integration of the effect of the diffusion gradient
over the phase distribution of the spins. On the one hand,
the effect of the gradient is integrated over time, using as
integration interval the diffusion-encoding time Td; on the
other hand, the effect of the gradient is averaged over a great
number of trajectories sampling the space inside the container.
Regarding these two procedures, the diffusion-encoding time
Td divided by the number of integration steps is the time
differential for numerical integration and the number of spins
or trajectories used determine the sampling of space inside the
container.
The greater the number of steps and the number of spins,
the better our simulation, but an infinite number for any of
those values is not possible. That is why before simulating
it is a must to determine which values of these parameters
yield values are accurate enough for our purposes, while
keeping simulation time within reasonable values.
Convergence error caused by too small a number of steps
or spins is of a different nature. A small value in the number
of steps causes a systematic integration error that decreases
as the number of steps increases. The error related to the
number of spins is of a random nature, corresponding to an
insufficient sampling of a probability distribution, and its
typical value decreases as the number of spins increases.
The random error was measured as the relative standard
deviation taken over 10 identical simulations and the system-
atic error as the relative change when the number of steps is
increased one order-of-magnitude beyond the chosen value.
We characterized these errors before the simulation and
fixed the values to 105 for the number of spins and 105 for
the number of steps. The exact degree of convergence is
different for each simulation, since it depends on the values
chosen for the model parameters and the free diffusion coef-
ficient, but the random and systematic errors of all results
shown here are <4% and are typically ~2% or lower.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here can lead to two completely
different interpretations about whether ADC is a good tool
for diagnosing lung disease: On the one hand, it could be
stated that ADC is not a good predictor, since it cannot be
ADC Simulation in an Acinar Tree Model 663expected to behave always in the same manner; but on the
other hand, different behaviors under different kinds of tissue
damage and experimental conditions could make it a fine-
tuned indicator.
Making a decision about ADC usefulness will still take
more experimentation and modeling. Although some studies
successfully relate ADC values to the value of histopatholog-
ical measures (8,36), many aspects of ADC behavior in
complex media are poorly understood and knowledge about
ADC relation to in vivo physiological lung parameters is
rather scant. Furthermore, ADC results have to be interpreted
always in the light of experimental parameters (i.e., mixture
composition and pressure) and the different ways in which
healthy and diseased lungs respond and interact with them.
A geometrical model of the lung acinus has been devel-
oped in this article. This model addresses shortcomings of
earlier acinar models, even if it has shortcomings of its
own. The main shortcomings of this model are that it does
not reproduce the polyhedral shape of the alveoli and the
spatial filling properties of the lung tissue. Combining this
model with Monte Carlo numerical simulations, a partial
correspondence can be seen between simulated and real
ADC measurements in healthy rat lungs. This acinar tree
model can, in principle, be used to simulate other processes
taking place in the lung, such as other aspects of diffusion,
convection, blood-airway gas exchange, just to name
a few. Furthermore, for these and other feasible studies,
gas behavior could be described combining the geometrical
acinar tree model shown here with other simulation methods
apart from Monte Carlo.
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